Proofpoint 2021 Holiday Kit
Introduction
Holiday Kit
The holidays bring with them additional cybersecurity challenges.
Fake offers and notices flood corporate and personal emails, mobile devices, and
social sites.
Scammers know people are distracted and cloak their intent as legitimate holiday
commerce. The time is now to remind your users that extra caution and diligence is
needed!
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Proofpoint 2021 Holiday Kit
How to Use This Campaign
Employees trained in cybersecurity best practices are critical to maintaining strong security postures.
To help organizations raise awareness of the holiday season scammer activity, we’ve curated a
selection of free resources to support your user’s safe computing during the 2021 holiday shopping
and traveling season.

The ZIP file provides written, visual and video content that can be emailed, displayed, posted or
presented throughout the season. You’ll find descriptions and instructions on how to use the materials
– in Section 1. We’ve also developed a suggested communication plan and schedule (see Section 2).
Here, you’ll find guidance and tips for successfully and executing a holiday awareness campaign with
the materials provided.
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Proofpoint 2021 Holiday Kit
Available Resources
Holiday Shopping
Hazards PDF: Easy to
read article that will
educate your users on
the scams and hazards
of holiday shopping

Flight Confirmation
Scams Video: A short,
3-minute video to help
users recognize and
avoid phishing emails
mimicking flight
confirmation emails

Attack Spotlight –
Holiday Retail Phishing
Video & Infographic: A
short, 4-minute video on
how to recognize and
avoid common shopping
phishing attacks, with
accompanying poster to
summarize learning.

Travel-related Cyber
Scams Flyer: Build
awareness of scams
designed to steal money
or credit card information
related to holiday travel
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Flight Confirmation
Flyer: Build awareness
of phishing email scams
that mimic flight
confirmation messages

Travel-related Cyber
Scams Video: A short,
3-minute video to protect
users against travelrelated traps designed to
steal money and credit
card information and
related to the hospitality
industry
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Proofpoint 2021 Holiday Kit
Suggested Program Plan
In the next few pages, you will find ideas for executing your holiday security refresher awareness. The
best timing for launching your program is before the shopping landmark known as “Black Friday.” This is
traditionally when the holiday season kicks off.
In this template we provide a (4) week rollout of the holiday kit to help your users stay safe!
• Week 1: Launch the program with Holiday Shopping Hazards PDF
• Week 2: Make it relevant with the Holiday Retail Phishing Training Video and infographic
• Week 3: Connect security awareness training to holiday bookings with flight confirmation flyer and
training video
• Week 4: Reinforce it with travel-related cyber scams flyer and training video
We encourage you to review your challenges and adjust this suggested rollout to meet the needs of your
organization.
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Proofpoint 2021 Holiday Kit
Suggested Program Plan: 4 Weeks of Holiday Awareness

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Emails

Be Alert During the
Holidays

Spotting Retail
Scams

Watch out for
Flight Scams

Spotting Travel
Scams/wrap email

Email
Attachments/Links

• Holiday
Shopping
Hazards PDF

• Attack Spotlight
– Holiday Retail
Phishing Video
• Attack Spotlight
– Holiday Retail
Phishing
Infographic

• Flight
Confirmation
Flyer
• Flight
Confirmation
Scams Video

• Travel-related
Cyber Scams
Flyer
• Travel-related
Cyber Scams
Video
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Proofpoint 2021 Holiday Kit
Suggested Program Plan: Weekly Email Templates
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Holiday Campaign Launch

Spotting Retail Scams

Watch out for Flight Scams

Spotting Travel Scams/wrap
email

Subject: Holiday Security
Refresher: Stay safe this season!

Subject: Holiday Security
Refresher: Spotting Retail Scams

Subject: Holiday Security
Refresher:
Spotting Flight Scams

Subject: Holiday Security
Refresher: Spotting Travel Scams

We are launching a 4-week program
to help you recognize the deceptions
and tactics of cybercriminals, thieves,
and scammers; they will be especially
active this season with more online
shopping than ever. Each week we
will feature articles, videos and
posters to help you remember that
simple practices and caution can keep
you safe. This week, we have a PDF
for you on common holiday shipping
hazards, which will help you identify
scams and effectively parse through
the emails, texts, and communications
you commonly receive after online
purchases. Enjoy the article!

Cybercriminals and thieves are
working around the year to perfect the
malfeasance. And this year, they will
be especially active with more
shopping online than ever before.
This week in our holiday security
refresher, we feature a Holiday Retail
Phishing Video, which will help you
stay vigilant and accurately identify
confirmation emails, shipping
communications, and texts from retail
sellers from the potential phishing
emails cybercriminals might send you.
Enjoy the video module!

Extra caution is needed in the holiday
season. Scammers will try to lure to
fake flight reservation sites or click on
links in fake emails that claim to
provide flight booking confirmation
updates or receipts. We have
provided a quick poster on flight
scams to remind you that you must be
diligent with all emails you receive.
And below find a short video that will
walk you through sample phishing
emails and tips for what to look for in
the email body. Enjoy the poster and
video!
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Keeping security top of mind is
especially important when you are
planning travel bookings. Extra
precautions are needed to avoid risky
actions and identify potential threats.
So, we are providing you with a poster
and video on typical travel scams with
tips on what to do if you receive fake
confirmation emails or messages.
Please view the poster and video,
which are designed to keep you
aware and a step ahead of the bad
guys!
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